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This gorgeously soft cloth book for babies is beautifully presented in a gift box and features rascally Hairy Maclary and his rollicking gang, as well as Slinky Malinki, the cheeky
and cheerful black cat, and pittery, pattery Zachary Quack. Safe for all ages, Hairy Maclary and Friends: Cuddle and Playis the perfect item to delight and entertain a baby. There
are rhymes to read together, crinkly pages to shake and scrunch and, at nap time, babies can snuggle up to their best-loved characters. Your baby will love playing with and
cuddling up to the adorable characters from the bestselling Hairy Maclary and Friends series by Lynley Dodd. 'A child's best introduction to books' - The Times
Slinky Malinki is asleep in front of the fire but moonlight and the catflap beckon and he goes outside to call up his friends. www.hairymaclary.com
The classic story in a new, larger format. Hairy Maclary goes off for a walk with a few of his friends - and comes up against a nasty surprise in the shape of Scarface Claw!
This special collection contains six of Hairy Maclary's rollicking adventures: Hairy Maclary from Donaldson's Dairy Hairy Maclary's Bone Hairy Maclary's Caterwaul Caper Hairy
Maclary's Showbusiness Hairy Maclary and Zachary Quack Hairy Maclary's Hat Tricks.
Hairy Maclary from Donaldson's Dairy was first published in 1983, and became an instant success. Since then, every new story about Hairy Maclary and his gang, not to mention
Scarface Claw, has become a firm favourite with children around the world. Lynley Dodd's exuberant text, which extends a child's vocabulary, combined with her strong,
economical pictures, have produced picture books which have already become classics. Here for the first time are six Hairy Maclary stories bound together in one volume. They
will provide hours of entertainment for young and old alike.
Hairy Maclary Favourites contains six much-loved Hairy Maclary classics. With rollicking, frolicking rhythm and rhyme and stories of mischief and mayhem, these are essentials
for any young booklover. Includes Hairy Maclary from Donaldson's Dairy, Hairy Maclary Hat Tricks, Hairy Maclary's Bone, Hairy Maclary's Rumpus at the Vet, Hairy Maclary
Scattercat, Hairy Maclary's Shoo.
The mighty, magnificent Scarface Claw is the toughest tomcat in town. There's nothing that frightens him i or is there?A brilliantly funny story from the bestselling author of the
Hairy Maclarystories.
Where is Hairy Maclary? Is he splashing in the water? Or sleeping in the strawberries?
"Everyone's sleepy, in need of a snooze. What place do they go to? Which spot do they choose? After some frolicsome fun, Hairy and his gang are ready for a nap. But where will they choose
to sleep?"--Publisher information.
The Hairy Maclary wall frieze features Hairy Maclary and 11 of his friends: Muffin McLay, Bottomley Potts, Schnitzel von Krumm, Bitzer Maloney, Hercules Morse, Scarface Claw, Slinky
Malinki, Greywacke Jones, Mushroom Magee, Pimpernel Pugh and Zachary Quack. The frieze is printed in 3 x 840mm lengths, which can be easily attached to a nursery wall to create an
instant decorative feature. The Hairy Maclary frieze offers parents a delightful and inexpensive decorative treatment for their child's nursery or bedroom. It will appeal to adults and children
alike.
Zachary Quack, a small and determined duckling, sets out to play with a rather reluctant Hairy Maclary. A 'cat and mouse' chase follows, with the two characters ending up peacefully snuggled
together after Zachary Quack has saved a soggy Hairy Maclary from the river.
Teach your baby to count with this delightful board book story about hibernating hedgehogs from the creator of Hairy Maclary and Friends.It is winter, and the garden is full of sleeping
hedgehogs.All is peaceful now, but what will happen when they wake up in spring?
Slinky Malinki is an adventurous cat, cheeky and cheerful, friendly and fun. But at night he becomes a thief. First published in 1990, Slinky Malinki is the first adventure of Lynley Dodd's
famous rapscallion cat. This is the board book edition of the classic picture book.
Hairy MaclaryFive Lynley Dodd StoriesPuffin Books
Set of four board books containing abridged versions of popular Lynley Dodd stories which introduce Hairy Maclary and his friends.
'We're all in a hurry, we MUST get away so Schnitzel von Krumm - PLEASE - keep out of the way!' Schnitzel von Krumm's family is packing to go on holiday. The little dog meddles and
snoops and gets underfoot until everyone is driven mad. At last the car is packed; seatbelts are fastened and they all set off. But when they've driven far out of town they stop and realise their
horrible mistake. Schnitzel has been left behind! Back at home, poor Schnitzel is howling. Who will come to his rescue? 'A child's best introduction to books' - The Times

Scarface Claw, stuck high in a tree, is making a terrible racket. Such a terrible racket that Hairy
Something was happening down in the park;such a yapcould be heard,such a blusterous bark.Hairy Maclary causes trouble again when he is simply not in the mood for the
Kennel Club's Obedience Class. He feels mischievous and mad and not only does he scamper away but all his friends - Bottomley Potts, Muffin McLay, Hercules Morse,
Schnitzel von Krumm and the rest follow 'Galloping here, galloping there, rollicking, frolicking everywhere'!
Recounts in rhyme the rumpus at the veterinarian's when all the animals get out of their cages.
Zachary Quack stars in his own big adventure as he chases a dragonfly through some very sticky situations. Climbing the river bank on to the track, went pittery pattery Zachary
Quack . . . Zachary Quack is pestering and scruffling all over the river bank. Then he finds a flicketty-quick dragonfly and hustles it here, there and everywhere. But who is really
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hustling who? 'A child's best introduction to books' - The Times 'Delightful to read aloud' - The Independent www.hairymaclary.com
Schnitzel von Krumm is a dog of many talents. But everyone knows that dogs never climb trees.
Will Slinky Malinki and Syd the rainbow lorikeet open the door to more trouble than they can handle? Shortlisted for the 1994 NZLIA Russell Clark Medal.
Hairy Maclary from Donaldson's Dairy is the hilarious rhyming classic by Lynley Dodd.A deliciously chunky hardback gift edition of five Hairy Maclary stories from the first, HAIRY
MACLARY FROM DONALDSON'S DAIRY to HAIRY MACLARY'S RUMPUS AT THE VET.Lynley Dodd is an award-winning author/illustrator who lives in New Zealand. She is
enormously popular for her rhyming stories of the unforgettable HAIRY MACLARY and his friends. She worked as a teacher before beginning to write her own books in
1974.Read all the Hairy Maclary and Friends books by Lynley Dodd!Hairy Maclary's Bone; Hairy Maclary Scattercat; Hairy Maclary's Caterwaul Caper; Hairy Maclary's Rumpus
at the Vet; Slinky Malinki; Hairy Maclary's Showbusiness; Slinky Malinki, Open the Door; Sniff-Snuff-Snap!; Schnitzel Von Krumm Forget-Me-Not; Slinky Malinki Catflaps; Slinky
Malinki's Christmas Crackers; Hairy Maclary's Hat Tricks; Scarface Claw; Schnitzel Von Krumm, Dog's Never Climb Tress; Hairy Maclary, Sit; Hairy Maclary and Zachary Quack;
Magnet Fun with Hairy Maclary; Hairy Maclary, Shoo; Hairy Maclary and Friends Little Library; Slinky Malinki, Open the Door; Slinky Malinki Early Bird; Where is Hairy Maclary?;
Sticker Fun with Hairy Maclary; My Cat Likes to Hide in Boxes
What a peaceful morning! The sun is out and Scarface Claw is busy doing what a cat does best - he's lazing around in a sunny spot. A sunny spot that unfortunately happens to
be the roof of a truck... Suddenly, there was a shudder and sway, the whirr of an engine, then off and away. Off goes the truck down the drive - with Scarface ON TOP! Who will
come to poor Scarface Claw's rescue? Featuring trucks, trailers and even Gran's scooter, Scarface Claw's latest escapade is perfect for reading aloud again and again. Buckle
up for another adventure from the creator of the much-loved Hairy Maclary and Friends series!
A charming story about a turtle's journey to the sea by Lynley Dodd, creator of the Hairy Maclary and Friends series - now available as a board book! The smallest turtle is the last of his family
to set out on the journey to the sea. The sand is hot and the danger is great - will he make it to the safety of the ocean? First published in 1982, this robust board book edition is perfect for little
hands.
Sniffles and snuffles and doses of flu, itches and stitches and tummy ache too... Hairy Maclary is waiting to see the vet with lots of other pets. Then something happens to turn the waiting room
into a kerfuffling scramble of paws, a tangle of bodies and a jumble of jaws...
A collection of ten stories featuring the mischief and mayhem of Hairy Maclary.
When Hairy Maclary bounces and pounces his way into the cat show, his flustering and blustering bring a very unexpected result . . . Featuring one straight reading with music and sounds,
and a second readalong version with a special 'woof!' to let you know when to turn the page.
This volume includes five tales from Lynley Dodd. Three adventures feature everyone's favourite mischievous dog, Hairy Maclary, and two are about his friend, Schnitzel von Krumm with the
very low tum.
Hairy Maclary from Donaldson's Dairy finally appears in an interactive touch and feel book. This attractive production has different textures on every page spread. Children can now explore the
textures of Bitzer Maloney all skinny and bony, Muffin McLay like a bundle of hay, Hairy Maclary from Donaldson's Dairy and the rest of the gang. View YouTube video:
http://youtu.be/Zi4cYPaFYoo
"Use the ten different stencils in this book to create fun pictures of Hairy Maclary and friends - Hercules Morse, Schnitzel von Krumm, Muffin McLay, Scarface Claw, Slinky Malinki and more" -back cover.
When Hairy Maclary decides to snoop inside a delivery van, he's in for a chaotic adventure. Has Hairy ever created such havoc? This is the board book edition of Lynley Dodd's most recent
Hairy Maclary adventure.

This bestselling story has now been brilliantly adapted for audio CD and there are two readings the first is a straight reading with music and the second has a 'woof!' sound to
indicate where to turn the page as you read along. Hairy Maclary's wait outside the butcher's shop is rewarded by a large bone. As he starts off home, five other assorted dogs
follow behind with their eyes on his it. Luckily, one by one, the other dogs fall by the wayside, and Hairy Maclary and his bone reach home unscathed.
Hairy Maclary leads all the other dogs in the neighborhood to investigate the terrible caterwauling created when the tough cat Scarface Claw is caught up in a tree.
Schnitzel von Krumm's family has replaced his smelly old basket - will he ever sleep again? Another hilarious tale in Lynley Dodd's Hairy Maclary and Friends series. Tucked in a
hideyhole under the stair, lay a rickety basket in need of repair . . . Schnitzel von Krumm is outraged when his misguided family decides to replace his worn out, beaten up, smelly
old basket. He tries to find somewhere else sleep, but none of the places he tries out - a pile of laundry, the broom cupboard, the vegetable basket, under a shrub - has the
friendly smell of his old basket. Poor little Schnitzel! Will his family get the message?
The Hairy Maclary and Friends Little Libraryintroduces the mischievous Hairy Maclary and his gang in a set of books that are perfect for little hands. Meet bumptious and bustly
Hairy Maclary, blacker than black Slinky Malinki, pittery pattery Zachary Quack and Schnitzel von Krumm with a very low tum! This colourful collection of four chunky, mini board
books presented in a bright slipcase box will become a firm family favourite.
A very special, cased board-book edition of this favourite Lynley Dodd story featuring the naughty cat Slinky Malinki, who meddles nonstop with the Christmas tree - the perfect
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stocking-filler for preschoolers! Sneaky Slinky Malinki is creating mayhem at Christmastime! A special, large-format, board book gift edition of this hilarious story from Lynley
Dodd's bestselling Hairy Maclary and Friends series, which is the perfect gift for a young animal-lover. Christmas was coming. Out came the tree, dressed up in finery, splendid to
see. Trinkets and tinsel with baubles and bows, a mouse with a hat and a very red nose. It's Christmas in Slinky Malinki's house and the rapscallion, mischievous cat is most
curious about the Christmas tree. With its reindeer, ribbons, baubles and bells, it's too tempting a treat for Slinky not to investigate. So Slinky Malinki, with mischievous glee,
creeps out from the shadows to climb up the tree . . . Read all the Hairy Maclary and Friends books by Lynley Dodd! www.hairymaclary.com
A frisky little dog causes an uproar at a cat show.
Lots of cats all around the world do exciting things like fly aeroplanes or play the violin - but my cat, an ordinary round-the-house cat, likes to hide in boxes. Children will love
joining in with this fun rhyming story that is just right for beginner readers.
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